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ABSTRACT  

 Data sharing in cloud storage is receiving substantial attention in information communications 

technology, as it can provide customers with systematic and beneficial storage services. To ensure the 

privacy of shared confidential data, cryptographic techniques are generally applied. However, data 

security so far shows imperative problems in cloud storage to share data. Among them, the basic 

challenge is how to secure and revoke the cryptographic key. To stop this, we suggest a new data 

security mechanism for cloud storage that supports the following properties. The cryptographic key is 

ensured by the two factors. Only if one of the two factors works, the secret of the cryptographic key is 

maintained. The cryptographic key can be systematically revoked through the combination of proxy 

encryption and key separation techniques. Data is protected in detail by acquiring the attribute-based 

encryption technique. In addition, the security review and the execution evaluation show that our 

advice is safe and beneficial, respectively. 

Index terms: two factors, revocability, fine grain, attribute encryption based, proxy re-encryption, 

cloud storage. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
 The characteristics and advantages, the development and implementation of cloud-based 

applications have gained enormous motivation in the industry and the research community in recent 

years. Cloud storage is one of the most successful cloud-based applications, as it matches quite well 

with the huge demand for data exchange. Huge data exchange with multiple data sharers is a costly 

task, and the cost on the owner side of the data is directly proportional to the number of data sharers. 

While this cost could be reduced to the size of the shared data with the help of cloud storage. The only 

thing the data sharer must do is upload the data to the cloud and grant the right of access to the data 

sharer. After that, those who share data can get the data from the cloud instead of the owner of the 

data. Despite the benefits of data sharing in cloud storage, it also presents many opportunities to 

oppose access to shared data without authorization. To ensure the privacy of shared data, 

cryptographic schemes are generally applied. The protection of cryptographic schemes comes from the 

security of the underlying cryptographic key. Currently, the cryptographic key is simply stored in the 

computer in most existing cryptographic schemes. Although it has been described that stored keys can 

be revealed by some viruses. To address the key exposure problem, many techniques have been 

proposed, such as the public key technique with an isolated key and the public key technique isolated 

with a parallel key. Our knowledge, the exposure of the cryptographic keys and the problems of 

revocation in the storage in the cloud have not been revealed; proposed a new two-factor data 

protection mechanism. The cryptographic key is divided into two parts. One is stored in the user's 

computer and the other is stored in a security device (for example, smart card), which is similar to 

electronic banking. Only if one of these two parts is kept secret from the opponent, the privacy of the 

cryptographic key is maintained. Therefore, "factor two" is named. In addition, once the user's security 

device was lost or stolen, it could be revoked by using the proxy re-encryption technique. While LLS + 

15 aims to solve the security problem of data storage, but not the scenario of data exchange in cloud 
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computing. Especially, an encrypted text in LLS + 15 is essentially an encrypted text based on identity 

that can be deciphered by a single user but not by a group of users as in the data exchange scenario. 

Recently, the exchange of data is becoming a heated concern. While privacy remains the key concern 

and an equally surprising challenge that reduces the growth of data sharing in the cloud. 

Naive solution: 
 At first glance, it seems that we can solve the problem of key exposure and revocation in the 

data exchange scenario by simply replacing the IBE scheme in LLS + 15 with the ABE scheme. In any 

case, it cannot work admirably to share data in cloud storage due to the logical inconsistency between 

the inefficiency of LLS + 15 and the "pay-per-use" nature of cloud storage. In LLS + 15, when the 

cloud server obtains the encrypted data, it encodes the data using a public key encryption (PKE) with a 

public key related to the client's security device. While with respect to the data exchange situation 

where the encrypted text waits for many clients, the cloud server would encode the data in numerous 

encrypted texts under numerous public keys. In addition, even data is shared with a client, it must be 

decrypted twice. Specifically, one is for the IBE encryption, the other is for the PKE encryption. This 

makes the arrangement inefficient. There is another potential failure for LLS + 15 to understand the 

revocation of the key, the key source middle in LLS + 15 needs to store the secret of each security 

device. The moment the EIE scheme is replaced directly by the ABE frame, the size of the secret will 

increase. It would be a weight for the key origination middle. 

Our technique: 

 To solve the defects of the naive solution, we combine the attribute-based encryption 

technique, the proxy re-encryption technique and the key separation technique to eliminate the use of 

PKE and the secret of the storage of the security device in the middle. origin of keys. the key issues of 

exposure and revocation and fine grain access control support. In LLS + 15, the encrypted texts are of 

two formats. One is the IBE encrypted text, the other is the encrypted PKE text. Although, in our 

structure proposal, all the encrypted texts are ABE encrypted texts. The main problems in making our 

structure work well are how the old security device is revoked and how the new decryption device can 

be successfully implemented. 

 To revoke the old security device, we need the cloud to update the old encrypted texts before 

sending them to the user using the proxy re-encryption technique. When the client requests the new 

security device, the client must provide a secret to the key source middle to generate a new secret that 

can be used for the decryption of the updated encryption texts. Compared with LLS + 15, our proposed 

solution has the following properties. 

LLS + 15 is primarily aimed at secure data storage, while our main focus is the secure exchange of 

data. These are two different functionalities provided by different types of cryptographic solutions. We 

use a different approach to understand the two-factor methods to solve the key exposure and key 

revocation difficulties. As a result, there is only one type of encrypted text present in our solution, 

which makes our solution easier to understand and implement. In addition, the originating middle of 

keys in our proposal does not require to reserve any other secret, except its own private key. We 

definitely show how decryption is performed without revealing the secret stored in the security device. 

Although this part is not mentioned in LLS + 15. When we use ABE as an IBE, our proposal is more 

efficient than LLS + 15 in terms of computational cost and storage cost. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

 The cryptographic advantage that supports revocability is the reciprocation of intermediate 

persons (PRE) proposed by Blaze et al. In a delegate re-encryption project, an intermediate person (for 

example, semi-trusted in the cloud) can change an encrypted text for one client to another encrypted 
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text that another client can decrypt, while the mediator can obtain the blocking of only The length of 

the encrypted text. PRE can be formalized in two classes similar to the progress heading: bidirectional 

and unidirectional. In Bidirectional PRE, the broker can change the encrypted text from one client to 

another client and in a different way. In unidirectional PRE, the mediator can simply change more than 

one way. To expand the efficiency and security of PRE, several plans were proposed. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM   
 To understand the shortcomings of the credulous agreement, we coordinated the feature-based 

encryption procedure, the intermediary recipient strategy and the key partition system to expel the use 

of PKE and the mystery capability of the security device in the age approach key while we take care 

Key issues of presentation and denial and support for detailed access control. In LLS + 15, the 

encrypted texts are of two arrangements. One is the IBE encrypted text, the other is the encrypted PKE 

text. Be that as it may, all the texts encrypted in our proposed system are ABE encrypted texts. The 

fundamental problems in making our system work admirably are the way in which the old security 

device is discarded and how the new security device can decipher it properly. 

  

2.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

[9] Cryptographic operations (decryption, signature generation, etc.) are done  on insecure device( for  

example a  mobile device). Whose objective is to reduce the damage  caused  by  secret key  exposures 

.  The secret key is stored  in insecure device are updates at  discrete time periods  via interaction  but a  

physically -secure  device  but computationally limited device which stores a “auxiliary  key”. we 

construct in a scheme isolated with key (t, M), an opponent that compromises the insecure device and 

you get secret keys for up to t periods of your choice you can not violate the security of the encryption 

system for any of the remaining M-t periods.[10] The physically-secure device (or an opponent who 

compromises only this device) is not able to duplicate  signatures for any time period. Signature 

operations  frequently  done on insecure device.[11] Provides Forbearance in opposition to key 

exposures. their scheme provides a “auxiliary key “which is used to regularly refresh   the decryption 

key. The most interesting  part of this scheme is that even if a decryption key of a time period is 

revealed  , the security of the rest of the periods are not affected. In which two different helper keys 

one after the other  refresh a decryption key. The auxiliary key of one system is unconventional from 

one another. Not only does it decrease the chance of helper key exposures, it also allows frequent 

refreshing of the decryption key, and over all, increases the security of the system.[12] Key-insulated 

cryptography is a important technique for securing  private keys. The idea of parallel key-insulated 

encryption (PKIE) where different t physically-secure devices (called helpers) are independently used 

in key refreshes. The  intention was to reduce the risk of exposure for helpers by minimizing  the 

frequency of their  association  to insecure environments. [13]Our System allows a sender to send an 

encrypted message to a receiver through a cloud storage The sender only needs to know the identity  of 

the receiver no other information .The receiver should have two things in order to decrypt the cipher 

text .The first one is his/her secret key  stored in the computer .The second one is  a unique personal 

security device which connects to computer.  
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3.FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN GOAL 

 In this section, we formalize the system model and attack models considered in this paper, and 

identify the design goals. 

 

 
              

CENTRAL AUTHORITY (CA) 

 The central authority is a trusted party that is in charge of issuing the cryptographic key for 

each client indicated by its set of attributes after it is divided into two sections: the first one called as a 

secret key of part that is stored in a potentially non trusted location. The other is named as a security 

device key that is stored in a physically secure future and the lead authority is also responsible for 

updating each client security device. especially in the key of the security device that is stored in a 

security device and the corresponding recipient key will be sent to the cloud. note that the recipient key 

is used to update the encrypted text so that the new security device key works, while the generation of 

the encryption key requires the data from the previous security device key. As mentioned above, one 

of the benefits of our proposal is that the central authority does not have to store any secrets for the 

client. In this case, the way in which the central authority essentially issues an update key to update the 

old key of the security device cannot work due to the lack of the old key of the security device to solve 

the problem, we use the key of secret part to recover the key of the security device. 

CLOUD 

 The cloud is a semi-fiduciary part that stores all the encrypted shared information and 

maintains a table T capable of containing the universal identity of the clients and the related recipient 

key when the data collector requests the shared data, the cloud functions as an intermediary to re-

encrypt the encrypted shared data using the corresponding recipient key of the data collectors and 

return the data shared to encrypted data receiver. 
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DATA PROPRIETOR(DP) 

 A data proprietor is a client that needs to share data with different clients; all shared data is 

encrypted using CP-ABE according to the access policy 

DATA COLLECTOR(DC) 

 The data collector is a client that can obtain the shared data from the cloud. At that point, the 

data collector needs to recover the shared data, the cloud first re-encrypts and then returns the 

encrypted text that is re-encrypted, the encrypted text that is re-encrypted can be decrypted by using 

the collector itself. SPK and SDK data if the data collector set of attributes complies with the access 

policy of the shared data. Note that the SDK is never revealed outside of the security device during 

decryption, while an incomplete decryption process with SDK will run on the security device once the 

security device has been lost or the data collector stolen can revoke it and get another new security 

device Through communication with the data collector. 

Definition of TFDSP: Two-factor data security protection mechanism for the cloud storage system 

 The two-factor data security protection mechanism for the cloud storage system (TFDSP) 

consists of the following algorithms: 

INIT → (param, msk): When entering a security parameter λ, the algorithm (executed by the CA) 

generates the public parameter param and the master secret msk. 

KEYGEN (param, msk, Si) → (SPK, SDK): When entering the public parameters param, the secret 

master key msk and a user UID with the set of attributes Yes, the algorithm (executed by the CA) 

generates the secret key SPK and security device key SDK for user UID performed between the user 

who wishes to revoke their security device and the CA. TO At the end of this algorithm, the CA issues 

the new SDK security device key for the user and the corresponding rekey encryption key for the 

cloud. 

DATAUPLOAD (param, policy, m) → CT: When entering the public parameters param, the access 

structure policy and the m message, the algorithm (executed by the DO) generates the CT encrypted 

text and loads it into the cloud. 

DATA DOWNLOAD (CT, rk) → CT or CT: When entering the CT encryption text and the 

corresponding re-encryption key of DR UID, the algorithm (executed by the cloud) first verifies if 

there exists rk. If this is not the case (the DR security device has never been updated), the algorithm 

sends the CT to the DR. Otherwise, the algorithm returns the cipher text CT, to the DR. 

DATAREVEAL (CT, SPK, SDK) → m: When entering CT, i2, the secret key SPK and the security 

device key SDK ,. The algorithm (executed by the DR) produces m. Note that SDK is never revealed 

outside of the security device in this algorithm. 

 

4.CONCLUSION 
 In this document, we proposed a two-factor data security mechanism for cloud storage. The 

double factor is done by separating the secret key into two parts, one can be stored in a potentially 

unsafe location and the other is stored in a tamper-proof device. Only if one of them is kept secret, the 

proposal remains secure. In addition, with the help of CPABE and PRE, we obtained fine grain access 

control over encrypted data and the ability to revoke the tamper-proof device, respectively. 
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